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Foreword

jA
A

DURING A CONFERENCE on elementary educktion held at the
Office of Education in June 1938, this bulletin had its inception.
Subcommittees of the conference sttkted their points of view concern-ing the problems of elementary education, the curriculum, school
administration and organization, and 'teacher education. An edi-
torial committee which met in October 1938 to discuss outgrowths of,
the conference outlined a series of four publications in the field of
ielementary education based upon reactions to the fint committee
reports. The first of these publications is planned to give a bir0-eye
view of elementary educationits nature and importance, together
with its relation to and contribution to the whole process of education.
Other publications to follow wilt discuss the purposes and programof the modem elementary school, agencies and lay groups that can
aid educational programs, mid. curriculum principles and practices.

Grateful acknowledgment is made to the members of the June
conference of 1938, to students and instructors in summer-session
courses who criticized the first committee reports, to members_ of the
Office of Education staff, and to the editorial committee: EdithBader, Assistant Superintendent of Schools, Ann Arbor, Mich.;W. S. Gray, Professor of Education, Univeriity of Chicago; andW. W. Kemmerer, Director of Child Accounting and Curriculum,
Houston, Tex.

BESS GOODYKOONTZ
Assistant U. S. Commissioner of Education.
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Chapter I

How Interpret Elemen-

tary Eduçation
a

THE SCHOOL YEARS which covér grades known as 1 through 8,
bring together all the children of the community more nearly than
the junior or senior high school, or the college level. In facet, many
people think of education as the kind of experience which they had in
elementary school as they learned to read, write, figure, and speak.

Any attempt to tell what elementary education is or does depends
upon an understanding of what general education is as a lifelong
process, for the principles of learning are the same for young and old.
Teachers, principals, supervisors, superintendents, parents, and other
citizens in the community need to decide together how these principles
are to be worked out in their schools.

Many people as individuals and as groups have expressed their
ideas of the nature and purpose ofgeneral education, in a wide variety
of ways. The present attempt to state the purpose of general educa-
tion in the form of principles, is based upon many available materials
in print. For .each guiding principle, the responsibility of elementary .
education is -suggested.
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2 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

4

What is Educationl

The educated person
Continues to grow

physically, mentally,
emotionally, and socially
from early childhood
through adult life.

The edueated p
Contributes his share to

worth while activities of
home, school, community,
and country.

a

What Responsibility Does The Ele-
mentary School Have?

Although education is commonly thought
of as beginning when a child enters school,
learning actually starts at birth mitt extends
throughout the lifetime of the individual.
The elementary school continties education
which has already begun. A teacher helps
children to organize their learning so that
each day's experience contributes something
to the whole process of education.

Schools need to be so organized that the
child will not encounter difficult breaks or
gapilln his ; i -rience as he moves from home
to presch , on to kindergarten, elementary,
and s e ndary levels, and then to college or
wor for pay. His progress should call for

more adjustment than is needed in shifting
from low to intermediate, and then to high
gear in a modern automobile.

The educated person--
r Learns from every ex-
perience the art of living
with other people, and with
himself.

I

The child acquires and uses knowledges,
habits and skills, and attitudes which are a
part of what he actually thinks and does.
Hp must feel -a need for such learning in his
home, his whool life, and in his community.
As his horizon enlarges he realizes that his
community is a part of the NatiQz and of
the world.

When he cares for a pet, buys at the store,
plays with his friends, or-takes part in Junior
Red Cross activities, the child is being edu-
cated. School experiences should make him
better prepared to meet each situation as it
comes and to make his own contribution.

Each school has the responsibility for
giving the child many different experiences
on thq,highest level at which he. is capable of
working. Sugh experiences in the elemen-
tarir school should include reading, writing,
seeing, constructing, singing, drawing,
recording, reporting, listening, observing,
appreciating, discussing, planning, analyz-
ing, evaluatingall these and many more.

Such experiences are organized to meet
the needs of the individual as member of
thq group, awl are not n y to be set
up as class periods in geography, arithmetic,
spelling, or reading.t The child's ability to
work with -other children in these activities
is a measure of his mastery of the girt of
cooperation.

5
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INTERPRETATION

The educated person
Develops his own per-

sonality through achieve-
ment at each level of
growth.

The eduCated person"
Makes intelligent reac-

tions to each situation, new
or well-known, which pre-
sents a problem to be
solved.

Personality is the sum total of interests,
insights, attitudes, motives, drives, and
patterns of behavior which are to be found
in the individual. Education consists in a.
succession of achievements toward the
development of a stable and desirable type
of personality.

Past and present, experiences are of equal
importance. His past experience conditions
what the child will say, do, think, and feel
about each new activity, and how he will
interpret it. From each day's experience
the" child should get all there is in it for him

the time.
_

Each year of school 1if and,
every teacher should contribute something
to the personality growth of each child.

id--
The degree to which a person is educated

is measured by his ability to think and act
wisely. Thle school tries to select and teach
those processes it; thinking which help the
child to understand an idea or a problep, to
make decisions, to arrive at conclusions, and
to, discover principles.

The teacher and a group of children grow
in ability to make intelligent reactions to
problems when they together plan goals,
discover means for realizing them, and judge
their own accomplishment.

. What Part Does the Elementary School Have in the Whole Process'?

Education goes on, from birth to death, both in and out of school.
Going to school is only one part of each person's education. The
elementar¡ school helps children to develop by guiding them as tileytike part in daily happenings which call for inteiligent action on thepart of the learner. Each child should be able to see by means of ,

graphs, charts,'or by talking it over that he has made progress each I

day; week, inonth, and year. /whers will help him to understand
that growth is measured from the point at which he started, ratherthan by a line on -the yardstick, whict ii1huÏäiiie for every child.
'He should learn that he may grow more rapidly or more slowly than
other children, but that the thing which count4 is whether or not he is
wo_ritiiVatheiimiLoflis-ability. By means of a cumulative record
which follows the child throughout his school life, all those concerned
with making it postlible fór him to grosw can guide his development
with real 'understanding.

3
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4 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

At the elementary-school level each child should have the kind ftnd
amount of experience which fits his own physical, mental, and social
needs, CZ the extent that his community can provide it. Although no

s two communities offer exactly the same education, standards% can be
set to show the quality pf the learning which every child has ao right
to receive /wordless of who he is, where he lives, or how much he can
pay. 'Increasingly the elementary school is using all the resources of
the communityits industries, its centers for recreation, its social
and civic groups, its people-4,o help the child understand that the
business of living and working together calls for some effort on the part
of every citizen, whether boy, or girl, man or woman.\ Reports to
parents cannot show this type of learning accurately. Instead, the
bek miens -of finding out how well or how poorly a child is being
educated is to note the changes in him as shown by his behavior at
home, at school, on the street, in public buildings, and in all life
situations.

Education at the elementary level is a series of experiences which
the school selects for the purpose of guiding the growth and develop-
ment of children. Using thQ principles worked out for general educa-
tion as a basis, elementary education can map out common goals
which will make it possible to meet the needs and interests of all
children withAt qausing undesirable uniformity in. materials and
methods of work. Every child needs opportunity to work with his
hands, using all kinds of materials and equipment; to develop skills
that will make .him efficient,in earning a living and in getting along
with others; to have a hobby and ride it; to have time to play and to
use it wisely; to demonstrate good health in his own habits of living;
to appreciate and to enjoy art, music, and literature in at active
way rather than as an onlooker; to bave some idea of places and peoples
other than his own home and frieilds, and to know how they influence
bis own life, and to be challenged to work hard at whateier he under-
takes. If the ind¡vidual teacher has in mind such goals as thet;e, she
can create the kind of learning conditions which will contribute
to the continuous groWth ot the child. The elementary school is
the one agency in i)very community which can take the lead in moking
each child's everyday experiences rich, broad, deep, and meaningful
by referring back constantly to these goals as continuing purposes.

Will You Read Further?
AlIZEICAN EDUCATIONiL REIMIARCII A880CIAVION. NATIONAL EDUCATION

..s. ...molt. The 'place of research In educational nrustruction. -Wash-
ington, D. C., The Associatiáit$ .1936. 46 p.

DIMWIT, JOHN. Experience and education. New York, The Macmillan Com-
pany, 1938. 116 p. (Kappa Delta Pi Lecture Series)
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INTERPRETATION

Eduellitn for American. life. New York, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1938.167 p. (New York State Regents' Inquiry)
EDUCATIONAL POLICIES COMMISSION. NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION. Thepurposes of education in American democracy. Washington, D. C., TheAssociation, 1938. 157 p.*

The structure -and administration of education in American democracy.Washington, D. C., The Association, 1937. 128 p.
The unique function of education in American democrac!. Washington,D. C., The Association, 1937. 128 p.

GEORGIA. STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION. Georgia progrtm for the im-provement of instruction. 6uide to curriculum improvement. Atlanta,Ga., The Department, 1937. 130 p. (Bulletin No. 2)
MICHIGAN EDUCATIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION. The goals of public educationin Michigin. Lansing, Mich., The Commission, 1934. 4 p.
NEW YORK STATE ASSOCIATION OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS. Cardinalobjectives in elementary education. Albany, N. Y., The University of theState, of New York Eress, 1934. 13 p.
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Chapter II

Nature and Importance of
Elementary Education

A BIRD'S-EYE VIEW of education at the elementary level, based
upon facts and figures, shows something of the nature and importance
of this field. In spite of reported decreases in enrollments the ele-
mentary school still holds the center of the educational stagè from the
standpoint of numbers of children, as well as for the values which these
years have as a foundation for the levels which follow.

Costs for elementary schools as compared to those at secondary and
college levels show less money spent per pupil, lower salaries for
teachers, larger classes, and often shorter school terms. Not only
because these conditions are found but also because the quality of
school, the methods of work, and the materials for teaching depend
largely upon the amount of money which can be spent, communities
need to know more about the relative importAnce of the early school
years and the problems which elementary schools have.

gtirvey of the country as a whole would show at one extreme one-
room schoolhouses with little equipment andlew materials. Ln such
situations vfater has to be carried, heat is supplied by stoves, toilet
facilities' are poor. The teacher is apt to hive only the minimum
amount of training required for a certificate to teach. A curriculum
may not exist except as the teacher assigns work from a textbook.
Contrast thiii situation with a modern school in a prosperous com-
munity. The building is new and represents the last word in comfort
and efficiency. Heat, light, ventilation, sanitation, materials, and
equipment are the best that science can make them. The teacher has
had 4 years of preparation and receives help from a director of curricur
lum and from special supervisors iii developing with children experi-
ences that are truly educational.

The differences between these two situations are largely measured
by the amount of money which the community can and will spend.
Although it is true that the oneomroom school may have a good teacher

A
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NATURE AND IMPORTANCE

who accomplishes miracles in spite of all the difficulties, and althoughthe modem school may have teachers who are not well prepared, thereverse is likely to be the case. Between the two extremes picturedhere, there are many kinds of school situations. Only insofar as allschools move toward cprtain uniformly recognized standards, can theproblems of elementary education be solved, and the individualschool assume its true importance in the lives of boys and girls.Not only costs but precedente personal opinion, and activities ofprofessional groups influence the kind of education which a communitywill provide. State laws and the philosophy of education held bythose in responsible positions are also factors.
Furthermore, variations in school and class organization, in thecurriculum, in the qualifications of teachers, and in the relationship ofthe elementary school to all other levels of instruction involve manyproblems which should concern every school community. A briefrésumé can show something of the nature and importance of all theseelements in elementary education today.

What Are The Facts About What Responsibility Does The
Elementary Education? (Fig- Elementary School Have?
ures Based on 1936 Statistics.)

Enrollments

How Many Children Are Enrolled in
Elementary Schools?

Children numbering 22,749,351
ranging in age from 5 to 14, and
representing about 84 percent of
the children of these ages in the
United States were enrolled in
elementary schools, public and
private, including seventh and
eighth grades in junior high
schools. Petween 1930 and 1936
the number of children attending
elementary schools decreased 4
percent.
s.

Percent of children 5 to 14

Not enrolled
in elemen-
tary school

4.

16

Enrolled in
elementary

school
8

84

Nearly 23,000,000 children in elemen-
tary schools! On the basis of numbers
alone the elementary scho.ol is a, big
business.

The school's problem is to plan for
teaching and learning so that each child
as an individual has a chance to grow in
terms of his ability. The elementary
school needs to develop ways of working
with large numbers of children and still
think of each one as an individual.

The decrease in elementary school
population has kept pace with a declin-
ing birth rate.

7
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ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

What is the Relation of Elementary tò
Otlier Enrollments?

The enrollments at all educa-
tional levels in this country
showed 22,749,351 children in
grades kindergarten to 8,
6,435,703 in grades 9 to 12 and
postgraduate, and 1,208,227 in
colleges. Approximately 75 out
of every 100 pupils in the
United States were enrolled in
the elementary school.

Percent of school population
enrolled

In high
school and

college

25

In elemen-
tary school

75

How Many Children of Elemeroary
School Age Are Enrolled in Private
Schools?

Of the 22,7491,351 children en-
rolled in elementary schools,
2,271,381, or 10 in every 100,
were attending private elemen-
tary schools. About 97.5 per-
cent .of these children in private
schools were attending schools
under church control.
.

,

t ... .

Percent of children in

Private
schools

,

Public
schools

10 90

What h the Relation Between Enroll-
' meets and Community Size?

Increases in enrollments at the sec-
ondary level have focused general atten-
tion there. But examined for relative
importance the elementary school still
carries the heaviest educational load.

Since this is true, and since the prob-
lems of elementary education are by
no means solved, funds and emphasis
should be given to the e1ementarS7
school on a basis proportionate to its
responsibility.

It is desirable that public and private
schools find a common ground which
will stress their likenesses rather than
their differences. Opportunities should
be found for cooperating in activities
that affect all the children in the com-
munity.

8
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NATURE AND

Of every 100 children in public
elementary schools, 52 lived
the country or in towns under
2,500, 17 in torms of 2,500 to
10,000, 7 in towns of 10,000 to
30,000, 5 in towns of 30,000 to
100,000, and 19 in cities of more
than 100,000.

Statisticti show that more than
half the teachers of the couary
and 9 out of every 10 school build-
ings are found in communities of
less than 2,500.

Percent of children living in

Towns or
cities over

2,500 popu-
lation

48

Rural com-
munities

52

How Many Negro Children Are
Enrolled in Public Schools?

Eighteen States which provide
separate schools for Negroes, re-
ported that 92 out of every 100
Negro children, or 2,250,045,
were enrolled in school. In these
same States 80 of every 100
white children, or 6,247,827,
were enrolled in public schools.
Negoes represented slightly more
than 25 percent of the enrollment
in the 18 States.

Percent of total enrollment

White chil-
dren

Negro chil-
dren

75 25

. 2001148°-40.-m--8

IMPORTANCE 9

Slightly more than half the children
at the elementary level in the United
States attend school in essentially rural
communities.

Most of the curriculum centers in
public schools or in State departments of
education are located in cities, and most
published materials are developed by
teachers of children living in communi-
ties of more than 2,500 population.

In planning and thinking about cur-
riculum content, materials, books, and
experiences, the background of children
must be considered. There are children
in the country who have never ridden
in an elevator; children in the city who
have never seen a cornfield. Although
the needs and interests of both groups
of children should be represented in any
curriculum program, present conditions
seem to show that special study needs to
be made in rural areas.

In proportion to the number of
children of school age of each race,
more Negroes than whites.were enrolled.
But some white children in the States
concerned were enrolled in private
schools.

4If all children are to have equal edu-
cational opportunity, both whites and
Negroes must develop common purposes
and provide the quality of education
which meety the needs of both races.

in"-
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10 ELEMENTARY

How Many Children Are Enrolled at
the Various Grade Levels of the
Elementary School?

Mora than 20,000,000 school
children attended public ele-
mentary schools, including both
rural and 'city schools. Kinder-
garten enrollments compared to
those of first grade were small
for the country as a whole. But
in city schools, of the more than
9,000,000 children enrolled, kin-
dergarten children represented
5.77 percent. Children were
distributed in the various grades
as follows:

Grade Number Percent

Kindergarten. 606, 753 2. 98
1 3, 530, 325 17. 31
2 2, 557, 589 12. 54
3 2, 524, 736 12. 38
4 2, 498, 741 12. 25
5 2, 432, 991 11. 93

2, 319, 470 11. 38
7. 2, 181, 987 10. 70
8 1, 739, 969 8. 53

How Many Exceptional Children Are
Enrolled in Elementary Schools?

City schools enrolled in special
classes 297,307 children who were
physically or mentally handi-
capped, who were gifted, or who
were behavior problems. Prob-
ably 9 out of every 10 of these
children were in elementary
schools. But these nearly 300,-
000 children were only about 10
percent of all exceptional chil-
dren in the United States.

,
,

Percent of exceptional
children in the United
States enrolled in

Regular
classes

.
8pecial
classes

,

,

90
,

10

.,

EDUCATION

The large number of first-grade chil-
dren compared to figures for the grades
that follow would seem to indicate too
many failures. Schools have a respon-
sibility to provide education for the 5-
year-old. If these children must enter
first grade rather than kindergarten,
they should not be plunged into reading,
but should be given the equivalent .of
kindergarten experiences as a means of
leading into various types of sch'ool
activities, of which reading is one.
Schools need to give more careful atten-
tion to classification as well as to initial
teaching.

The significant drop in enrollment in
grade 8 is accounted for chiefly by the
fact that in certain States elementary
education ends with the seventh grade.

Although all schools may not make
provision fo exceptional children in
special classes, the regular class
teacher should recognize these boys aAcT
girls and modify her program to fit
their needs.

Schools may well make a survey to ,

discover how many exceptional children
there are in the community and whAt
adjustments have been made for them
in the school organization.

.
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NATURE AND IMPORTANCE

Although elementary-school enrollments &it' large, they do not
include all boys and girls of ages 5 to 14. Th children who are not
in school are those with physical or mental handicaps, those too far
from schools, or those in communities which do not strictly enforce
attendance laws. Children enrolled in private schools; children sep-
arated by race; children who live in rural communities; children who
attend public schools under a wide variety of conditions, nevertheless
should have common goals set up for growth and development.
Costs

How Does Cost Affect the Length of
the School Year?

The States which tave the least
to spend for education have the
shortest school terms. In 1936
elementary schools were in session
on the average 169 days. The
longest term in any State was
180 days, the shortest, 130.

Of every 10 children enrolled
in elementary schools 8 attended
daily. The average child at-
tended only 132 days a year.
On this basis a child's total
public-school experience numbers
about 1,600 days.

A

Haw Do States Vary in the Amount
They Spend PO! Pupil?

In 1936, the average State ex-
penditure was $74.30 for current
expenses for each pupil in average
daily attendance when costs for
elementary and secondary schools
were combined. Although sepa-
rate figures are not given, the
coat per elementary pupil was
smaller than for a secondary
pupil. One State, A, spent as
little as $27.15 per school pupil;
State B, which paid the moot per
pupil, spent $146.90 per child.

In general the length of school term
depends upon the amount of money
which a community can pay for teachers'
salaries, equipment, supplies, light, heat,
water, janitor, and other services.
Schools need to emphasize with boys
and girls their part in using wisely all
equipment and supplies.

Some help comes from State funds.
Nearly half the States distribute some
or part of their school funds directly
or indirectly, on the basis of average
daily attendance. This fact causes
some schools to insist upon perfect at-
tendance regardless of the child's physi-
cal condition. This and other factors
are being recognized by those States
which distribute State school funds on
the basis of a guaranteed minimum
program. Such a method of distribut-
ing funds takes account of the fact
that school expenses continus regardless
of the numb6r of children present.

Children in the various States do not
have an equal opportunity for educa-
tion. The State which spends least
per pupil pays a little more than one-
fifth of the amount paid by the State
which has the largest per pupil cost.
State A spends in proportion to its
wealth as much as State B. However,
in the latter State, the cost of living is
higher ana all expenses are greater.

4
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12 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

How Does Size of Class Affect School
Costs?

Class size for 1935-36 was re-
ported as a pupil-teacher ratio
of 25.6 pupils. This figure does
not give an accurate picture of
class size because it represents
the division of' the total number
of pupils in elementary and sec-
ondary schools by the total
number of teachers, special teach-
ers, principals, and supervisors.
In cities of 2,500 or more the
average number of pupils enrolled
per teacher was 34. In the same
school system, classes at the high-
school level are utivally smaller
than those at the elementary
level.

In certain rural schools there
may be as few as 3 or 4 pupils
but in city schools there may
be as many as 50 or more pupils
in an elementary-school class.
In schools organized on a platoon
or departmental plan an individ-
ual teacher may meet several
hundred different children in the
course of a school day.

School Organization

1Mo, Plans Ate Used For Organizing
Elementary Schools?

Although the typical elemen-
tary school provides for grades
1-8, there are many variations
from this pin. The grade range
may be 1-6, 1-7, or 1-8, with
sometimes a kindergarten or a
nursery school, or both, pre-
ceding grade 1.

Present educational programs
iire being &bred for youth and
adults. Boys and girls who
have finished school but who
cannot find jobs, grown-ups who
cannot read or write, and those
who wish to learn a trade have
a chance to study.

Since the greatest item of expense in
any school is for. salaries, the size of
class is an important financial factor.

Although there are instances in which
certain individual teachers do a good
job with larger numbers, a recent publi-
cation of a policy-making educational
group indicates that best practice shows
an upper limit of not more than 30 to
35 pupils in a class as desirable.

Actual experimentation is needed to
show how large a class can become, and
still permit the teacher to lave an in-
timate knowledge of each child's needs
and to give sufficient time to the indi-
vidual pupil. Although in theory,
large classes may decrease school costs,
if pupils fail to progress because of lack
of guidance, costs may not be reduced
and educational efficiency may be
impaired.

Some school systems are organized
by school levels as separate blocks of
experience, each with its own purposes.
Other schools by their organisation show
that education is a continuous process.
in which each level contributes sodie-
thing to the common aim.

Elementary schools need to take á
long view of education. Because in
the future, adults will be given oppor-
tunities to continue leirning, pressure
should be removed from the elementary
period. Then boys and girls need
acquire certain skills such as long
division only when they are mature
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NATURE AND IMPORTANCE

The place whicli the elemen-
tary scheQl holds in relation to
other school tinits differi from
State to State and from town to
town. Sometimes it is unre-
lated to other units; sometimes
it is merely one level Qf the whole
educative process.

Typical plans of organization

Elementary .1

Kinder-
garten

Elemen-
tary

Kdg.-
prim.
twit

Inter- I
mediate

unit

Nurs.-kdg.
elementary

Secondary

Junior 1
high

Senior
high

Junior
high

Senior
high

Grades
7-10

13

enough to learn and see the purpose \for which the skill is to be used. -

I.

Every school system needs to see itself
in graphic form. Such pictures will
help to start a rethinking on the part
of ilchool people, of the philosophy on
which the educational program is based.

f

-1

,

..

Nun: Kdg. 1 Elem. Second. A .5tuA
t

What- Are Current Trends in
Organization?

Here and there througliout the
United States schools are experi-
inenting with plans of brganiza--
tion which make it possible for
boys and girls to progress without
failure. A number of school
systems promote tIfi the next
grade those childrqh who have
spent the year in sdhool, without
holding them to aiklefinite stand-
ard of accomplislOnent.

A comparativi6Iy new plan is
called the prim#ry unit. In this
scheme boys rand girls now in
kindergarten,pt first, second, and
third gradesvtor in the three latter
grades, are,torganized into class
groups wipout regard for grade
lines. Niò child fails, but pro-
gresses ¡wording to his ability
and Aphis own rate of speed, so

P

4

&hook must be willing to experiroent
in order to find the best way to make it
possible for every child to succeed. This
is largely a matter of fitting the school to
children as individuals, rather than
making the child adjust to the school and
its program, other than is necessary
when a group is concerned.

Modifications of this plan tare now at
an experimental stage in many different
parts of the country. A sharing of
successes and failures in the working out
of the plan in the meetings of various
organizations can help to clarify the
issues at stake.

Teachers who have progressed with
Pupils over a period of 2, 3, or 4 years,
on) their own statement make a much
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that if hé needs extra time he
may take 4 years to complete the
work of three grades as we now
know them. A few schools are
trying the same plan at the in-

termediate grade level, and one

school extends the plan through
the senior high school. Some-
times the same teacher remains
with a group of pupils for 2 or
more years.

What Plans Are Used For Organizing
Teaching and Learning?

Schools are stressing increas-
. ingly certain principles which

should serve as guides in . any
teaching and learning situation,
regardless of the form of school
organization. Such principles as
provision for individual differ-
ences, cooperative planning and
evaluation of work, and the use

of any experience that promises
educational value are recognized
features of many plans.

Although the typical elemen-
tary school has a teacher per
grade, other plans are in use.
For example, the platoon plan
assigns children to a home-room
teacher responsible for certain
experiences, but for a large share
of the day sends them to other
teachers; the departmentalized
plan makes each teacher a spe-
cialist in certain fields; the
Winnetka plan individualizes thg
skills, and' socializes other ex-
periences; the Dalton plan or-
ganises school .work in terms of
writte4 contracts or assignments;

land the cooperative group plan is
a modification of the depart-
mentalizefl plan.

Curriculum

Can These B. One Curriculum For
Elementary Schools?

The word "curriculum" has
takeii on a wide variety of mean-
ings. To different people it

greater effort to become acquainted
with each individual child.

The school needs to be so organized
from the standpoint of numbers of chil-
dren and time schedules, that the teacher
can know each individual childhis
needs, interests, abilities, and problems.
The school program can be set up
democratically so that teachers and
children may work together coopera-
tively in all learning situations.

The plan of schQol organization can
determine the type of school program
which children will have. In selecting
a plan of organization, or in modifying
a plan already in use, it is necessary to
see that all facilities for learning which a
school has to offer should be available.to
entry boy and girl, and should be used
to the maximum throughout the school
day.

Increasingly, each individual school
believes that school experiences should
grow out of the needs and interests of

5
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NATURE AND IMPORTANCE

means different things. The fact
that more than 50,000 courses of
study for elementary and high
schools are now in print, empha-
sizes the point that differences of
opinion exist.

What Forms May The Curriculum
Take?

The course of study is o e form
which the curriculum m y take.
It may be an outline of subject
matter, or it may consist of units
to be used in the classroom. It
may present a point of view and
give suggestions to the teacher for
working out her own materials.
Courses of study are developed
for separate subject fields; for
certain so-called functional areas,
such as language arts, social
studies, fine and applied arts; or
as a unified experience built
around a central core.

A guide or a series of guides
may be the form which the cur-
riculum takes. Guides are de-
signed to help teachers in think-
ing through to an educational
'philosophy which will make it
possible for them to recognize
those experiences suitable for
the education of children.

More than half the States of
the country have curriculum pro-
grams under way. Frequently
these programs are broad enough
to represent the whole State-
wide plan for improving instruc-
tion.

How May The Curriculum B. Defined?

Curriculum, then, may be
narrowly or broadly defined.
There are those who would limit
it to the individual textbook or
to a pep of courses set down on
paper. The point of view which
is opposed to this narrow defini-
tion would iíiclude in the cur-
riculum all experiences both in
and out of school which- con-
tribute to the growth and devel-
opment of the child.

15

each group 91 children in relation to
their own community.

A curriculum must be personal enough
so that no teacher takes a course of study
or a unit and uses it word for word.
Neither should a curriculum be so
loosely interpreted, that no planning
in advance is done. Midway between
these two concepts of the curriculum
tlwre is a point of view which is accept-
able to practical school people.

Regardless of the plan for work
adopted by any school system, the
philosophy of teaching and learning

. held by the individual teacher is the
most important factor. Within the
school as a unit there must be some
common understanding of what is meant
by the curriculum.

liocal curriculum programs may stem
from a State program, and may con-
tribute illustrations of best practice to
be shared with other schools.

If schools take the broad interprets-
tion of the curriculum, the growth of the
child is limited only by his own capacity.
The problem in taking such a point of
view is chiefly one of convincing the
community that modern education
should not necessarily duplicate the
education of a generation ago. Further-
more, this broa4 interpretation calls for
changed ideas of the preparation of the
teachers who are to direct modern pro-
grams of education.
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Teacher Education

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

How Well Are Teachers in Elementary
SchOols Prepared For Their Work?

Of all American teachers, 60
percent teach at the elementary
level. Although in 1937, 5 States
and the District of Columbia
required 4 years of training for
elementary teaching, the aver-
age requirement is still about 2
years. In small schools less
than half the teachers have had
2 years of college work, although
in cities of more than 100,000
population the majority of teach-
ers have had at least 2 years of
preparation.

What Are The Trends in the Training
of Teachers for Elementary Schools?

As further years of training are
being required, teachers colleges
are revising the whole curriculum
instead of adding new courses.

Some teachers colleges are
making it possible for practice
students to teach in a one-room
rural school or in a town or city
school. Instead of spending an
hour or two a day in a classroom,
the student may have a full day
at a time, or may spend a full
quarter or term teaching for
credit, without attending college
classes.

The requirements in years of training
neede71, are being constantly raised: If
good teachers are to be secured, schools
must be willing to pay higher salaries to
make it possible for prospective teachers
to complete 4 years of college-level work. -

Furthermore, equal basic pay for
equal preparation and experience will
need to be the rule in paying salaries to
teachers at all school levels.

vSuch a practice should make it pgssi-
ble for college teachers to hold the name
philosophy of education and to use the
same principles of method which they
ask students to follow with children.

New curricula are built with the pur-
pose of giving students both a cultural
and a professional background, of uni-
fying courses, and of providing practice
in teaching children in a situation that
is as nearly as possible like the regular
public school.

What About Unsolved Problems In Elementary Education?
Elementary education is important from many points of view. Its

very name implies that the child's experience at this level will largely
condition his success or failure in the years that follow. Since the
emotional pattern of a child's life is well set by the time he is 12 years
old, this period has a special significance for all, future educational
growth.

The large numbers of children in the elementary school and the
fact that more than half of them are in rural areas should center
attention upon a thorough study of the problems that are character-
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istic of small schools in rural communities. Problems of race, private
schools, exceptional children, school costs, school organization and
administration, curriculum, and teacher education all have a placein the educational picture. Individually and grouped they have apart in making elementary education effective or ineffective.

,The problems of elementary education are by no means solved.
Although the statement is frequently made that the best teaching isdone at the elementary-school level, receqt publications which have
analyzed research studies for their application to teaching in the
elementary grades reveal many 'problems to be solved, as well as
solutions to problems which have not yet come into4 general use. If
elementary education is to continue to move forward, financial
support must be secured and many teachers in all parts of the country
must cooperate to study problems in school and class organization, in
cuericulum building, and in other fields. It should be possible to find
answers other than opinions to such questions as:

What should be the upper and the lower grade limits in the
elementary school?

%

What should be the relationship between elementary and
secondary education?

How cf.in school organizatioii be modified to make possible
evident growth on the part of every child?

How can tile effectiveness of education be measured in relation
to class size?

How can the cost of education at the elementary level be more
nearly equalized from community to community?

How can ail children of elementary school 946, regirdless of
distance from school or physical condition be provided with
education?

What provision can the school in the stiall community make for
the éxceptional child?

How can the curriculum be planned to meet the needs of each
community?

What type of preservice experience will produce the best type of
elementary school teacher?

Every school needs to make use of existing research that may helpto solve these problems. In addition, further problems should be
discovered and analyzed. The findings of individual teachers in
classrooms throughout the country should be recorded for the purposeof securing a wide sampling of reactions from people who are in the
closest touch with the real teaching situation. Parente and j'other
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18 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

citizens in the community need to be made aware of these problems
. and of their influence upon -the quality of education which a child

receives.

Will You Read Further?

BARROWS, ALICE. The school building situation and needs. Washington, U. S.
Government Printing Office, 1937. 62 p. (U. S. Department of the Interior,
Office of Education. Bulletin 1937, No. 35)

13Losz, DAVID T. and ALvzs, lizznly F. Statistics of State school systems,
1935-1936. Washington, U. S. Government Printing Office, 1937. 126 p.
(U. S. Department of the Interior. Office of Education. Bulletin 1937,
No: 2, vol. II, ch. II)

GOODTKOONTZ, Bus. Elementary educatiOn, 1930-1936. Washington, U. S.
Government Printing Office, 1939. 32 p. (U. S. Department of the Interior.
Office of Education. Bulletin 1937, No. 2, vol. 1, ch. 1)

Orro, HENRY. Elementary school organization and administration: New York,
D. Appleton-Century Company, 1934. 652 p.

WASHBURNE, CARLETON. Adjusting the school to the child. Yonkers-on-
Hudson, World Book Company, 1932. 189 p.
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Chapter III
Unique Functions of Child

Guidance During the
Ele.mentary. School
Period

GIVEN SCHOOL CONDITIONS such as those just described but
multiplied by wide variations from State to State, and even within
each State, the most important factor in the elementary-school pro-
gram is the child himself. In his interests State and local school sys-
tems are set up; great professional organizations have their reason for
being; teachers colkges are organized; school buildings are built,
equipped, and kept in running order; and teachers and other school
employees are hired. Any discussion of elementary education should
place primary emphasis upon the child, because he is the reason for all
these activities. Programs in child guidance are the result of the
interest of teachers and parents alike.

At the elementary-school level such programs are basedstpon an
understanding of the characteristics of children. Any attempt to
divide the elementary-ttchool period into levels of growth or develop-
ment shows that the *nits set have to be moved now forward, now
backward, because eac child is an individual. The discussion here of
certain stages of gro " 01 is for the purpose of pointing out a number of
unique characteristics!common to boys and girls at the various school
levelsprimary, later elementary, and upperwhich now mark the
elementary-school peOod. Actually the growth process is continuous
for each child. A giraphic description of his progress would show
high and low points" indicating that growth is not consistent in all
characteristics. Sugil graphs for two children would not be apt to
show comparable growth in mental, physical, social, and emotional
development, over tthe same period of time. But for a large number
of children certain tharacteristics can be noted rithin a 2- or 3-year
period. An analy* of these characteristics' should be helpful because
all boys and girls fOlow a similar order of development although the
rate varies widely. It is'only for periods of several years in length
that any attempt ! is made to list growth factors and to show the
responsibility of tile elementary school in relation to them.
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20 - ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

In order to guide children wisely, the social worker, doctor, dentist,
nurse, custodian, attendance officer, teacher, administrator, and
parent must know the backgrounds of the children as well as under-
stand the characteristics which cause the 10-year-o1d to behave
differently from the 5-year-o1d in what to all appearances is the same
situation.

What Background Factors Help What Responsibility Does The
In Understanding Children? Elementary School Have?

Social

What Social Experience Have Children
Had?

Children come from homes
that are widely different in the
advantages they offer. For ex-
ample, one child comes from a
home where courtesy is never
practiced; yet another from a
home where courtesy is part of
everyday living; and still another
from a home in which courtesy is
a sort of surface polish. In a
811:11il& way differences in hon-
esty, truthfulness, habits of clean-
liness, punctuality, and coopera-
tion could be shown.

Economic

From What Economic Backgrounds Do
Children Come?

Boys and girls of elementary-.
school age come from all income
brackets up to and including the
millions. Figures are not avail-
able, but it is reasonable to be-
lieve that fully half of the
elementary-school children come
from homes which are on a sub-
sistence level or below. Such
homes 'lave only the bare neces-
sities and none of the comforts.

These children meet on common
ground when they come to school. A

child's possession of or lack of social
advantages is apparent in his behavior
in the classroom. Children from the
highest ecopoinic levels do not always
live up to their background; and on the
other hand, children from homes with
low incomes are often genuinely courte-
ous. The school needs to create situa-
tions in which every child has practice
in desirable social living.

Schools have taken the initiative in
providing, but should increasingly co-
operate with other agencies in securing
additional food, proper clothing, medical
and dental care for children on economic
levels at which parents cannot provjde
these necessities. Through parent-edu-
cation groups, schools should help
parents in budgeting and in planning
well-balanced meals at low cost., All
children can be taught personal health
habits, and the proper care of clothing.
Older boys and girls, through club
activities, can help younger brothers and
sisters.

Boys and girls who come from homes
at a high economic level may need help
in managing money wisely, in develop-
ing independence, and in cultivating a
ocial point of view.
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Racial

From What Racial Stock Do Children
in the United States Come?

Of the 297,215 foreign-born
white children, and 7,641,267
children of foreign or mixed
parentage, 14 years of age br
under, reported in the 1930
census, 21 percent were Italian;
14 percent, Polish; 9 percent,
Russian; 8 percent, Canadian;
7 percent, German; and among
the other 41 percent were repre-
sented most of the countries of
the world.

Educational

What is the Educational Background
'of Parents of Elementary-School
Children?

The statement is made that
the Iliverage inctival in the
United States has education

uiva1ent to that of a student
who has completed the elemen-
tary school. Parents range in
their educational level from the
illiterate to the highly educated
technical and professional man or
woman. Adult education proj-
ects in the past 5 years have
taught approximately a million
people to read and write.

Schools of the United States are the
greatest melting pot in the world. Al-
though people of foreign birth tend to
group themselves in cities, the foreign-
born population in rural communities
and small towns frequently is made up
largely of one nationality. Teachers
are responsible for coming to know the
problems and the contributiorrs of each

_foreign group. The school is the one
agency which has the opportunity to
develop a common understanding of
each for all.

Schools need to begin with children
where they are and to let them go as
fast and as far as their abilities permit.
Lack of education on the part of parents
often makes it necessary for the school
to supply for the child who is entering
schQol a background of experience which
might otherwise be taken for granted.

Although social, economic, racial, and educational backgrounds
determine the point at which the child begins his education, each
individual develops in relation to his ability and to the opportunitiesthat his particular school and community offer for learning.

,
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22 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

What Is The Importance OF Growth Periods At The
Elementary School Level?

Early Elementary Years

What Do We Kriow About Physical
Growth?

Tilt child's development in

this period calls for big-muscle
activity since he is learning to
make mind and body work
together. Motor skill is notice-
able in activities that call for
balance.

During these years the child
becomes more interested in physi-
cal play than in toys.

A sense of rhythm which can
be improved through practice
appears in these early years.

In this period the child com-
pletes the control of bodily
functions.

During this period bon; and
girls pass through the successive
stages of acquiring first teeth,
losing them, and getting per-
manent teeth.

Even in these years girls grow
at a somewhat faster rate than
boys.

The amount of night sleep
required for physical fitness re-
mains at about 11 hours through-
out these years.

.,t

What Responsibility Does The
Elementary School Have?

Equipment and space are needed for
children to enjoy big-muscle aCtivities.
The school can provide them, and can
suggest to parents equipment and ac-
tivities suitable for home play.

Every school needs adequate play-
ground space. Direction by the teacher,
rather than prescription, should be
offered.

In the primary school response to
rhythm is encouraged through activities
in music, art, poetry, and physical
education.

When- a child does not have control
of bodily functions, the teacher needs
to look for physical and emotional
causes. Both satisfactory toilet ar-
rangements and opportunity to use
them need to be provided.

Proper diets should be stressed with
parents, and with children in discussion
groups, in the cafeteria, and during
lunch hours. Tooth brushes should be
provided at sclwol for those children
who do not have them at home.

Differences in rate of growth are
usually greater from child to child
than from one sex to the other. The
program in any classroom should be
varied enough to provide for the growth
and development of every child.

The school has the responsibility for
making known tct parents the results of
research studies whIch affect the well-
being of/children. Rather definite evi-
dence is available on amount of sleep
required by children of various ages.

.
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What Do We Know About Mental
Growth?

Mental growth continues at a
fairly constant rate throughout
this period, as measured by
various types of tests, but at a
faster tempo than with children
at the later elementary level.

Research shows that those
children who attend kinder-
garten have greater possibility
for success in the following years
of the elementary school.

The child experiments with
various types of activity and
develops a growing interest in
the relation between cause and
effect.

The child's vocabulary is en-
larged through incidental, rather
than planned experiences, until
he enters the beginning reading
period. Girls seem to excel boys
in language expression until after
the age of 6.

During this period children are
introduced to reading and num-
ber experiences. At this point
there is wide variation in the
time when children of the same
age in years are mature enough
to learn.

Not only does the attention
span increase, but there are fewer
shifts in attention in any given
period of time. Interest in a
piece of work that challenges, to-
gether with other factors such as
maturity, health, and intelligence
influence the situation.

What Do W. Know About Social
and Emotional Growth?

Even before he is 5 yenta old
the child begins to compete with
others. Prom this point compe-
tition and cooperation may del-
velop together.

23

The work of the school must appeal to
the child's intelligence as well as to his
interests and must stimulate effort on
his part.

School administrators need to stress
with boards of education and with
parent groups the importance of worth-
while learning experiences for the 5-
year-old child.

Guidance is needed in helping children
to observe and, to think through such
relationships, as flower to seed, summer
to winter, and food to health. Through
such experiencgaitjaey learn to face and
solve problems.'

Adequate records can be kept of the
vocabulary growth of each child. Such
lists with some additional explanation
reflect the kind of educational environ-
ment in which children live both at
school and at home.

No child should be introduced to
reading and number experiences until
observations and tests show that he is
really ready to learn. An analysis of
children with reading difficulties at the'
intermediate grade level, shows that the
trouble can often be traced to the be-
ginning reading stage.

Work can be so planned that the child
attends over a longer period of time
because he can do so without becoming
tired, and because the situation is both
interesting and absorbing.

Competition with one's own self
should be encouraged and competition
with others should be discouraged in all
educational activities.

I
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Although dramatic pldy is be-
gun by the child as an individual,
he continues this activity with
members of the group.

In the preschool period be-
havior takes the place of language
as a means of showing feeling.
By the time the child enters
school, he both shows and con-
trols his emotions in a number of
patterns, with or without lan-
guage.

A child's interest in Bel is
normal and natural, unless par-
ents, teachers, or companions
make it otherwise.

The child of this age craves
affection- as do older children.

Later Elementary Years

What Do W. Know About Physical
Growth?

Rate of physical growth is
slowed until toward the end of
this period, when it takes a spurt.
Sex changes occur toward the
close of the period but slightly
earlier in girls than in boys.

In this period health problems
such as poor vision, heart and
hearing difficulties are more evi-
dent than in preceding years,
although children as a group live
their healthiest years between the
ages 9 and 12.

Children need large amounts of
physical activity in the form
of sports and games that call for
competition with self and cooper-
ation with others.

EDUCATION

Opportunities for dramatic play need
to be recognized and encouraged. Since
dramatic play appeals to children, it
should have a recognized place in the
schookprogram.

The cause underlying a child's be-
havior is more important than the
behavior itself; as the teacher learns the
reasons for various behaviors, she can
help the child to develop patterns that
make him a cooperative member of the
group.

The child's questions about sex,
whether they come spontaneously from
the individual, or as a result of class-
room experiences, need to be met in a
matter-of-fact way.

The teacher in the primary grades
needs to recognize this desire for affec-
tion and to see that it is realized. Much
of the so-called misbehavior of children
is caused by the fact that affectiRn or
attention is missing from their lives.

What Responsibility Does the

Elementary School Have?

The school needs to watch especially
for those boys and girls who vary from
the average in maturing rapidly or
slowly, or in maturing physically and
lagging mentally. For all of these, ad-
justments in school programs are neces-
sary.

Since children at this age do more
work with books, poor vision calla not
only for correction but for proper seat-
ing and lighting. Proper means must
be used to' help children with heart,
hearing, or other problems.

Adequate playground space within the
building and outlide must be provided
for these children in a way that will
not interfere with children either
younger or older. Direction I. needed
too in making activities include all
children, and in guarding against over-
exertion.

\
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What Do We Know About Mental
Growth?

Graphic records of growth
showing mental, chronologttal,
reading, height, weight, dental,
and carpal ages for children in
the intermediate grades indicate
variations in the relationships of
these ages for each individual.
However, although the rate of

1 mental development is slower
1 than in the pre-school period,

it is closely related to physical
and social growth in this period.

Children's interests shift from
the fanciful to the realistic. As
a result, boys and girls are able
to recognize absurdities and
develop some critical ability.

Interest in the why and how
of things leads to a desire to con-
struct with the hands. The
child enjoys expressing himself
creatively and seems to attach
more importance to the activity
and to the finished product, than
to the quality of the work.

Persons who have made inves-
tigationg say that 9-year-olds
have the widest range of inter-
ests and activities. The 10-
year-old and over begins to be a
specialist in some narrow field or
fields.

Attitudes toward work are
strongly influenced by success or
failure. In this period children
have a keener awareness of lack
of progress in reading and arith-
metic.

25

The school needs to provide the ma-
chinery in the form of growth records
and persons able to make them for
each child throughout his school life.
Such records make evident the fact
that an alternation of sudden spurts and
then a slowing down are characteristic
of the growth process over a period
of years. A cumulative record is fre-
quently the key to solving a child's
problem.

Especially in the choice of reading
material, the school can direct this
interest into wholesome experiences. It
can also encourage children to think
about what they have read, and to form
opinions.

Schools should provide apace, equip-
ment, and a wide variety of materials,
such as wood, clay, metals, textiles,
foods, leather, paper, paints, for chil-
dren's use. Through discussion, ideas
of quality standards for any piece of
work should be developed.

All kinds of interests should be en-
couraged in a wide variety of fields so
that the child's experience may be as
broad as possible before he makes a
choice that limits his activity.

The school needs to examine its
teaching to determine whether both
methods and materials are such that
learning can take. plat* naturally.. Such
analysis should be made for all grade
levels, but especially for reading at the
primary level, since many difficulties
originate there.

A child's progress should be measured
not by an arbitrary yardstick but by
the amount of gain that he makes from
year to year.
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What Do We Know About Social
and Emotional Growth?

Children take more responsi-
bility for eating habits, sleeping
hours, dressing, and exercise
routines. Boys especially need
encouragement if they are to
wash hands and face, brush teeth,
shine shoes, comb lair.

Girls choose girls as com-
panions and boys need boy
friends after the 9-year-old stage
is past.

Children during this age period
are more interested in them-
selves and in the "gang" than in
either younger or older children,
or adults.

Behavior of children at this
level often seems foolish and is
difficult to explain from the
standpoint of the grown-up.

Uppef Elementary Years

What Do We Know Ai)out Physical
Growth?

Since normal development oov-
ers a broad age range, marked
physical changes have already
begun in some children, but in
others develop during this peri-
od. Every stage of develop-
ment must be interpreted in
terms of the child's complete his-
tory of growth.

Between the ages of 12 and )4
glrls are likely to exoeed boys in
height and weight, as well as in
time of sexual development.

In school activities children can be
given responsibilities for which they
decide how well or poorly they have
done the job. Time and pipe for mak-
ing one's toilet .after play gr because of
lack of equipment at home should be
provided.

Although plans should provide for
both boys and 'girls, there should, be
some chance for activities that appeal
to each group individually.

Teachers and others must try to
understand the child's point of view.
They must know what attitude to
expect and must not insist upon having
information about all of the child's
activities.

Grown-ups need to try to put them-
selves in the child's place, to recall
thoughts ind feelings and reasons for
behavior when they were 10 or 12 as
the case may be. The school can be
most helpful to parents by helping them
in understanding the child of this age.

Pressure to bring about what is

thought to be acceptable behavior some-
times results in children's finding a more
subtle way of expression that may
hinder growth and developmeM.

What Responsibility Does the
Elementarx School Have?

The teacher should be liberal in inter-
preting the standards for what she con-
siders to be normal development. Each
boy or girl must be thought of as an
individual.

In meeting situations that concern
boys and girls, the teacher should be
aware in a practical way of the basic
reasons for the behavior of both sexes.
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CHILD GUIDANCE FUNCTIONS 27

The bright child tends to de-
velop more rapidly physically
than does the dull child.

Excealpt for boys and girls who
make the team, youth in this

Iperiod, bi3come passive onlookers
( rather than active participants.

This situation is responsible in
part for day dreaming as a char-
acteristic of the teen age.

What Do We Know About Mental
Growth?

Rapid changes take place in
theiinterests of boys and girls of
ihis age period. With guidance,
permanent interests in vocations
begin to take form.

Although" the level of mental
development depends to a large
degree upon a stimulating en-
vironment, actual mental ability
cannot be improved. It is pos-
sible, )iowever, to inprease the
intelligence quotient which is the
ratio between mental age and
chrónological age.

The bright child tends to do
mature thinking slightly earlier
than the average child, and the
dull child somewhat later. The
lithe-TB is geared to a slower learn-
ing rate, although the quality of
his thinking may equal that of
the bright child if he is given
sufficient time.

There are no significant differ-
ences in school achievement be-
tween boys and girls during this
period.

What Do We Know About Social and
Emotional Growth?

Socially, girls are from 1% to 2
years in advance of boys of the
same age.

Such differences call for careful analy-
sis of all factors which can contribute to
physical growth, such as a balanced diet,
avoidance of illness, and correction of
physical handicaps whenever possible.

Schools need to emptasize intramural
physical activities, in which every boy
and girl participate, rather than try to
make the team.

Encouragement to achieve up to ca-
pacity should be continued, but guid-
ance which aims at showing the possibil-
ities in various vocational fields should
be made a part of the school program.

The teacher needs to analyze her
problem to find whether she is thinking
of learning as a series of jobs to be done
or as the growth of each individual child.
If she adopts the second point of view
she will make use of every means which
the community offers for stimulating
intellectual interests.

At this level teachers should develop
a curriculum made up of materials and
methods which will appeal to the child
who is not book-minded, as well as to
the child who is academic-minded.
Amount of improvement in a given
period of time using his own previous
record as a basis for comparison will be
stressed rather than reaching an achieve-
ment level specified for all children.

If an analysis shows thai\boys are not
achieving as well as girls in-any individ-
ual school the teacher needs to analyze
her methods, and to look critically at
her standards to see whether they are
equally high for boys and girls.

A teacher needs to be aware of the
difference between boys and girls in
itheir social growth. She should recog-
nize that the somewhat sophisticated
hehavior of girls is normal and that her
role is one of an understanding guide.
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28 ELEMENTARY EDUCATIO/q

This is a period for the devel-
opment of strong personal friend-
ships. The boy and girl interest
begins to appear. At this time
youth is socially minded and
seeks group approval as well as
attention.

It is during this time that the
child reaches physical and intel-
lectual maturity; in a sense he
becomes an individual, a com-
plete personality.

At this stage boys and girls are
influenced emotionally by the
attitudes of grown-ups, espeg.ially
by the attitudes of parents and
teachers. Conflicts in standards
may occur if the adults fail to
look at each problem from the
point of view of boys and girls.

Success for every boy and girl must
be made possible so that each one will
find approval for his strong points and
will be helped to improve the weak.

Talking to boys and girls on their
own level about their own problems
strikes the right key. Cooperation be-
tween students and the teacher as
guide, recognizes boys and girls as ca-
pable of meeting and solving personal
problems.

Teachers, principals, -1:1---an who
work with boys and girls need to
answer such a question as "When you
were this age how did you feel about
your parents' point of view concerning
clothes?" The answer should help in
understanding the reactions of boys
and girls when they seem difficult to
explain.

What Are the Problems in Guidance at the Elementary-School
Level?

'Although certain signposts throughout the elementary period
. indicate likenesses and suggest changes that have been observed in
numbers of boys and girls of given ages, for the individual child,
growing from childhood into adulthood is a process in which he
develops at varying rates of speed at different times, and in various
chvacteristics. We say that a child is grown up when he can act
intelligently and independently in the average situations of daily life.
The limits of his growth are bounded by his capacity. for intelligent
action. The background of his home; the number, kind, and quality
of experiences hich he has both in and out of school; and his own
physical, me , and social equipment all play a part in deciding
what sort of person he is to be and how intelligently he will behave.

If the child has understanding parents and teachers, his develop-
ment will be continuous without difficult breaks or gaps. Rather
'than set up a standard which the child must reach, the school does its
most important work when it creates conditions that make it possible
for a child to develop normally. When guidance rather than pre-
scziption is given, the individual can use what he has learned as
einictively at 20 as at 10.
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CHILD GUIDANCE FUNCTIONS 29

What are the ways in which the elementary school can provide
guidance? First of all there needs to be an understanding teacher.
She must have both a theoretical and a practical knowledge of child
nature for without that she cannot interpret behavior in such a way as
to further growth and development. Ideally the teacher should be
able to work in a physical set-up in which heat, light, ventilation,
water supply, and sanitation are the best that science can provide.
The equipment and the materials for work are chosen with growing
children in mind, and with possibilities for many varied activities.
Living in the school is a democratic affair with cooperation the
keynote. A cumulative record which follows the child throughotit
his school life makes each receiving teacher aware of the physical,
mental, social, and emotional status of the boy or girl. Not only
must there be an awitreness of these needs but the services of doctor,
dentist, and school counselor must be available. The school which
inventories its guidance possibilities with each of the above factors
in mind, can take a long step toward making successful living for
boys and girls a reality.

Will You Read Further?

AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATION and THE 'DEPARTMENT OF
CLASSROOM TEACHERS. The implications of research for the classroom

teacher. (Joint yearbook). Washington, D. C., National Education
Association, 1939. 318 p. Chs. I, II, III, IV, V, VII, and XVI.

ANDERSON, JoHN., Happy childhood. New York, D. Appleton-Century Com-
pány, 1933. 321 p.

Curriculum guides for teachers of six-, seven-, and eight-year-old children. De-
veloped by a committee 4or the State Education Department. Albany,
The University of the State of New York Press, 1939. 189 p.

GisiaLL, ARNOLD. The guidance of mental growth in infant and child. New
York, The Macmillan Company, 1930. 322 p.

HOCIEWTT, JOHN and JACOBSEN, E. W. Modern practices irr the elementary
school. Boston, Ginn & Company, 1938. 346 p.

JERSILD, Aiirsuia T. Child psychology. New York, Prentice-Hall, 1933. 462 p.
LANE, ROBERT H. The progressive elementary school. Boston, Houghton

Mifflin Company, 1938. 197 p.
MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OP PUBLIC INSTRUCTION. What does research say?

Lansing, The Department, 1937. 146 p. Chs. II, IV, and VI. (Bulletin
308).

NATIONAL SOCIETY POE THZ STUDY OF EDUCATION. Child development and the
curriculum. v. -eighth yearbook. Part I. Bloomington, Ill., Public
School Pub I Company, 1989. 442 p.

STODDARD, G mu D. and Wzummii BETE L. Child psychology. New York,
The Macmillan Company, 1934. 419 p.

STRANG, Rum. An introduction to child study. (Rev.) New York, The
Mu:mill= Company, 1988. 681 p.
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. Chapter IV

To Sum Up

THIS BIRD'S-EYE VIEW of elementary education should reveal
problems and issues which need to be clearly defined and objectively
studied by people in the elementary-school field. The members of
the committees who attended the conference on elementary education,
which was held at the Office of Education, and in which this publica-
tion had its origin, established in their reports some points of view
that would serve as a springboard for setting up problems for studs
when they stated:

The attitudes and practice in the elementary school must be cast in a
democratic framework, for personality must be guided toward developing the
capacity for living in a democracy. This will affect the content and tech-
niques of the curriculum, the administration and supervision of the school,
and all phases *school living.

Children should increasingly as they grow to maturity share in defining and
in redefining theti goals andein choosing methods appropriate for the achieve-
ment of these goals. Each child should be viewed as being capable, because
of his particular personality, of making a real contribution to the selection of
the goals of any group of which he is a part.

Guidance in growth and development will be in the direction of expansion
of the child's main concern in himself, his own achievements and relationships,
into a widening allegiance to causes and relationships bigger than himself.

The fundamental function orthe school throughout at least the elementary
and secondary period is essentially the same, and the nature of the educa-
tional process does not warrant á radicarbreak or%hange in emphasis through-
out this period.

These statements indicate that all activities and functions of the
school have guidance as-poets. This broad int4pretation is needed to
realize the importance of the child himself as the center of the school
program.

The goals for elementary education are the italics as those for any
other learning level, although ihe interpretation of them must be
made from the point of view of the child who is from 5 to 14 years old.
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TO SUM UP 31

The school creates or changes conditions of school living, and modifies
home conditions to the extent possible through parent education, so
that children may realize their abilities and responsibilities to the
highest degree. As an active process, ..elementary education should
play its fair part in the growth and development of the child by making
it possible for him to:
KEEP WELL

WORK WITH OTHERS

ENJOY LEISURE

COMPETE WITH SELF

SOLVE PROBLEMS

APPRAISE SELF

To keep *lean in mind and body; to get enough
sleep and rest; to conserve sight and hearing;
to select wholesome foods; to keep the body
functioning at its b6st; and to follow health
'rules that protect othersthese are practical
activities.

To .be considerate in all situations; to make
friends; to appreciate one's family; to enjoy
strangers; to work with people singly or in large
or small groups-for the best interests of others
and of the 'child himself these form the basis
for cooperation.

To enjoy music, books, art, nature, sports, and
other pastimes; to share these experiences with
others; to develop talents; to feel an urge to
create; to know ways of using leisure time
wiselythese are experiences that re-create.

To speak and write clearly; to read understand-
ingly; to use numbers effectively; to develop a
scientific attitude of mind; to get first-hand
experiences with Many materials and proc-
esses; to become a wise consumer; to master
these tuts on ihcreatAingly higher levels these
are necessities for living.

To meet problems squarely; to recognize one's own
problems and those that affect the family and
the community; ti5 use past experiences in
analyzing and solving problems; to learn from
each new problem-solving situation these are
evidences of ability to think.

To set up and use fair standards of action, work-
manship, and accomplishment in judging one's
self; to profit by strengths arid weaknesses; to
harmonize purposes. and desires with those of
others; to be aware of spirit Its well as mind and
bodythese are measures of a well-developed
personality.
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